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It is known that overweight / obesity is a factor of risk
demonstrated for a multitude of diseases metabolic, cardiovascular,
visceral and osteoarticular. In addition, there is growing literature
evidence that relates obesity with an acceleration of the process of
lumbar disc degeneration and this with the presence of chronic low
back pain. Currently, obesity is defined based on the BMI, which can
be calculated by means of a simple formula that relates the weight
of the individual in kilograms with its height in meters raised to
square (BMI = Kg /m2) [1-3].

Also, the interventions that are carried out in overweight/
obese patients present difficulties specific to the surgical technique
itself, in general, because of the need for broader approaches, for
the greater surgical time employed and a greater blood loss or
worse healing of the wounds. Although obesity is not considered,
in principle, an absolute contraindication for lumbar spine surgery,
its presence does imply to assume a higher rate of perioperative
complications compared to the general population [4].

Material

The osteoarthrosis in the obese at the level of the joints
that support the weight of the body, is frequent, by altering its
biomechanics and having to support great tensions above the
normal resistance of the tissues the appearance of the minimally
invasive surgery of the spine allows the surgery with less damage to
soft tissues (muscles and ligaments) compared to open surgery, the
potential benefits of MI surgery they are: better cosmetic results
thanks to smaller incisions that heal better less blood loss during
surgery. less muscle injury, with which recovery is faster (2-3 days
of hospital stay) and the need for much less rehabilitation, less
risk of infection, as there is much less tissue exposed during the
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intervention, less postoperative pain derived from the minimal
tissue injury.

We included Degenerative Disc Disease patients undergoing
surgical management with lumbar instrumentation, were divided
into two groups according to their body mass index in obese (MIS)
and obese (standard). An Oswestry questionnaire of functional
capacity was applied to them preoperatively and one year later,
the correlation between it and the BMI was measured. We included
50 patients in each group, 56 women and 44 men from 2014 to
2016. Clinical variables (such as return to work, hospital stay
and postoperative pain) and variables measured intraoperatively
(surgery time and loss of life) were evaluated. intraoperative blood).

Results

Patients treated with minimally invasive surgery techniques
obtained better results comparing them with open surgery
techniques and conservative methods, with a shorter hospital stay
and greater speed at the time of recovering their work and social
life. As for the other variables studied (especially the radiological
ones, such as the height of the vertebral body or the kyphotic
angle), there are no significant differences between the different
therapeutic techniques. The average of the presurgical Oswestry
disability index in obese patients was 47%, with one-year postsurgical follow-up, with an index of disability in obese patients of
23.84%.

Discussion

Obesity has been associated with longer surgical times, greater
intraoperative blood loss, more surgical wound infections, higher
incidence of postoperative thromboembolism, higher probability of
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peripheral nerve injury, higher overall mortality and worse wound
healing of the surgical wound. The published works in which this
issue is addressed are all retrospective series of cases [5,6]. An
increase in surgical time implies more time anesthetic and may be
associated with a higher rate of complications due to tissue ischemia
that involves maintaining soft tissue retractors or retractors for
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longer periods of time. In addition, it can increase the likelihood of
contamination of the surgical field as the time of surgical exposure
increases. A larger surgical field can lead to an increase in blood
loss and greater chances of surgical bed hematoma and the need for
transfusion (Figure 1,2).

Figure 1: MRI. Patient with D.D.D. BMI >36%.

Figure 2: In Vivo Mini open surgery.
In the obese (BMI> 30) it at least doubles and, often triples, the
rate of the non-obese. These data have been corroborated [7]. In the
metanalysis of Shiri et al.9 where 93,183 are collected subjects and
a global infection risk of 2.33 is reported times greater in the obese
(95% CI: 1.97-2.79). This same study confirmed the relationship
between obesity and incidence of thromboembolism (OR: 3.15,
95% CI: 1.92-5.17), mortality (OR: 2.6, 95% CI: 1.50-4, 49), need
for revision surgery (OR: 1.43, 95% CI: 1.05-1.93), longer surgical

time (OR: 14.55, 95% CI: 10.03-19.07) and greater blood loss (MD:
28.89, 95% CI: 14,20-43,58) [8,9].

Conclusion Obese Patients

BMI> 30% with the MIS technique presented a more favorable
clinical evolution compared to the group of Obese patients with
Standard surgery. The effect of minimally invasive surgery seems
like a good alternative in these patients although, for the moment,
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is insufficiently substantiated in the literature. After this study, it is
the technique of choice in our unit.
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